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Instrument

Overview

Ndish 512

Area 14,500 m2

Tsys 30 K  +  Tsky(ν)

Aperture 
Efficiency 50%

SEFD 12 Jy  +  SEFDsky(ν)

Transient 
Localization < 50 milli-arcsec

Bandpass 300 MHz 1500 MHz

PSF 17 arcmin 3.5 arcmin

Field of View 12 deg 2.5 deg

21 cm Redshift 3.7 0.0 Kit Gerodias (McGill)
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Compared to CHIMEWider band (x3)

Increased sensitivity (x4)
x2 larger collecting area

x2 lower system temperature

Finer angular resolution (x2)
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Compared to CHIMEWider band (x3)

Increased sensitivity (x4)
x2 larger collecting area

x2 lower system temperature

Finer angular resolution (x2)

Improved redundancy
Repeatable, high-precision (sub-mm)

manufacturing & assembly processes

Reduced instrument chromaticity
Deep-dish design to reduce 

cross coupling and spill over
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Observing Strategy
Drift scan 

Azimuthal pointing:  fixed to local meridian


Elevation pointing:   manually adjusted

                                 between Dec = 20∘ − 80∘

CHORD Observing Strategy

● CHORD will be a drift scan 
instrument with azimuthal pointing 
fixed to the local meridian

● CHORD will have manually 
adjustable elevation between the 
declinations of +20° and +80° (±30° 
from zenith)

● The primary beam width will range 
from 2.5°–12.5° across the band, 
corresponding to a beam-crossing 
time of ≳20 minutes at zenith. Image: Mohammad Islam (DRAO)

8

Image by Mohammad Islam (DRAO)

fsky ≈ 0.35
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CHORD Observing Strategy

● CHORD will be a drift scan 
instrument with azimuthal pointing 
fixed to the local meridian

● CHORD will have manually 
adjustable elevation between the 
declinations of +20° and +80° (±30° 
from zenith)

● The primary beam width will range 
from 2.5°–12.5° across the band, 
corresponding to a beam-crossing 
time of ≳20 minutes at zenith. Image: Mohammad Islam (DRAO)
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Image by Mohammad Islam (DRAO)

fsky ≈ 0.35

300 MHz

1400 MHz

Single sidereal day

Zenith pointing



CHORD Science Objectives

8Images by  C. Blake and S. Moorfield;   Walter et al. 2008;   M. Kornmesser;   D. Champion;   Opperman et al. 2012 

21 cm

Intensity Mapping

21 cm

Galaxy Search

Galactic & Cosmic

Magnetism

Fast Radio Burst

Search & Localization

Pulsar Search

& Timing



Timeline
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Jan 2020:  CHORD proposed to Canada Foundation

                 for Innovation (CFI).


Mid 2021: CHORD fully funded by CFI with matching   

                 contributions from provincial partners.


Late 2021:  First end-to-end prototype dishes 

                  constructed at DRAO.


Late 2022:  Break ground on dish production facility.


Early 2024:  Begin construction of core array.


Late 2024:  Begin commissioning with first 64 dishes.


2026:  Complete construction of core array and outriggers.


2026 - 2031:  Dedicated science observing period.

Pile Installation Oct 4-7



10Deep Dish Development Array (D3A)

Key Technologies

21 cm Backend

FRB Backend

Pular Backend
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CHORD Receiver

Deep Dish Development Array (D3A)

6m-diameter composite dishes 
• Fabricated on site

• Low focal ratio (f/D = 0.21)

• Sub-mm surface precision

Laser metrology measurements

Figure 10. Surface deviation heatmap compared from BFP(a) Mold - 0.55 mm (b) Dish 1 - 0.61 mm (c) Dish 2 - 0.64 mm
and (d) Dish 3 - 0.77 mm; the accuracy (average) of the reflectors are 0.68 mm and precision (standard deviation) is 0.09
mm

Figure 11. Surface deviation heatmap (PG): a) zenith angle 0� - 0.64 mm b) zenith angle 30� - 0.68 mm

The next parameter of interest is the EAC placement which is a derived point from PE and PW measurements.
In the X– and Z– directions, the placement accuracy and precision values are less than 0.12 mm. In the y–

Proc. of SPIE Vol. 12182  121820F-10
Downloaded From: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie on 21 Oct 2022
Terms of Use: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/terms-of-use

Figure 10. Surface deviation heatmap compared from BFP(a) Mold - 0.55 mm (b) Dish 1 - 0.61 mm (c) Dish 2 - 0.64 mm
and (d) Dish 3 - 0.77 mm; the accuracy (average) of the reflectors are 0.68 mm and precision (standard deviation) is 0.09
mm

Figure 11. Surface deviation heatmap (PG): a) zenith angle 0� - 0.64 mm b) zenith angle 30� - 0.68 mm

The next parameter of interest is the EAC placement which is a derived point from PE and PW measurements.
In the X– and Z– directions, the placement accuracy and precision values are less than 0.12 mm. In the y–

Proc. of SPIE Vol. 12182  121820F-10
Downloaded From: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie on 21 Oct 2022
Terms of Use: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/terms-of-use

from Islam et al. 2022
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Low-cost, Low-loss, Ultra-wideband Miniaturized Feed for Modern Interferometric Radio Telescopes 13

(a) (b)

Fig. 9: (a) �opt and �S , on a Smith chart referenced to 50⌦. Both remain close to 50⌦ over most of
the band, except for �opt near 0.3GHz. This partly explains the sharp increase in the LNA noise match
contribution to Tsys at the very low end of the band, in (b). (b) Individual contributions to Tsys.

Fig. 10: Simulated CHORD dish (6m, f/D = 0.21) radiation patterns when fed with the proposed feed,
at 0.3, 0.9, and 1.5GHz, along three azimuthal cuts. The wide beams at low frequencies shown in Figure 6
are mostly captured by the very deep dish, leading to narrow main beam, high forward gain, and relatively
low sidelobe levels (¡-20 dB).

parameters and distance to goal function minimum.
We have optimized this feed design for the CHORD observatory, a next-generation observatory set to

be built in British Columbia, Canada, composed of 512 6m dishes, arranged in a regular rectilinear array.
The feed meets the CHORD’s specifications, with a low system temperature (Tsys < 30K) for 21 cm power
spectrum measurements, and a high aperture e�ciency for faint transient search.

7. Acknowledgements

CHORD is funded by the Canada Foundation for Innovation (CFI) 2020 Innovation Fund, and by contri-
butions from the provinces of Alberta, Ontario, and Québec. We acknowledge the support of the Natural
Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) grants: NSERC Discovery, and NSERC
Discovery Accelerator. This research was also undertaken, in part, thanks to funding from the Canada Re-
search Chairs Program. We would like to acknowledge CMC Microsystems and Canada’s National Design
Network (CNDN) for the provision of Keysight ADS and Altium Designer that facilitated this research.

CHORD ReceiverDeep Dish Development Array (D3A)

V. Mackay’s (UoT) presentation: 
session J3.7

Two 3-m dishes with HIRAX feeds
Three 6-m dishes with CHORD feeds (D3A6)

Testbed for key technologies:
Sub-mm surface precision dishes
Ultra wideband (CHORD) feeds 
Ultra Low Noise Amplifiers
Signal Transport
Digital Backend

9

Ultra-wideband feed (5:1) 
• Aperture efficiency 45-55%

• Side lobes < -20 dB

Primary beam of feed+dish based on E&M simulations (MacKay et al. 2023)



CHORD Receiver

LNA with Wideband Noise and Power Matching

with Eq. (2), using the feed impedance and the
LNA's optimal noise-matching impedance, as pre-
sented in Fig. 11. The minimum noise temperature
of the LNA is in the 10–15K range over the
band, while the impedance mismatch adds 5–7K at
speci¯c frequencies; both increase dramatically to
near 250K in the lower 20MHz of the band.
The entire receiving chain operates at ambient
temperature.

The system temperature meets the CHORD
speci¯cation of Tsys < 30K over nearly all the band,
apart from the lower end where the sky gets too
bright and the LNA's noise temperature increases
appreciably. One signi¯cant contributor to the noise
temperature is the spillover, which competes
directly with aperture e±ciency !A: to reduce
ground illumination, the feed's beam needs to be
more directed, which under-illuminates the dish and
reduces forward gain. Varying the feed dimensions
allows for a ¯ne-tuning of that trade-o®, and the
¯nal design was chosen to maintain Tsys at

speci¯cation values, while keeping !A near 50%. The
simulated aperture e±ciency on the CHORD dishes
is presented in Fig. 8, as the f=D ¼ 0:21 line. No
contribution from the SMA insertion loss is included
in Fig. 12. Indeed, when this feed is used on
CHORD to meet the very strict noise temperature
requirement, custom LNA is soldered directly to the
balun, as shown in Fig. 4(a), thus avoiding SMA
insertion loss before ampli¯cation

The simulated CHORD dish beams are pre-
sented in Fig. 13. As explained in Sec. 4, despite the
very wide feed beams, the dish beams have narrow
main lobes since the feed beams are captured by the
deep f=D ¼ 0:21 dishes. The side lobe levels remain
below "20 dB across the band.

The feed blockage was estimated by running
PO simulations with the far ¯eld beam of the feed
inside of an f=D ¼ 0:21 dish, and comparing the
resulting aperture e±ciency with that of the full
system simulation. The result is 0–5% blockage
across the band, with an average of 2%.

Fig. 12. (Left) Contributions to Tsys from spillover at increasing zenith angles "z. (Center) Contributions to Tsys from the feed itself,
from simulations. (Right) All contributions to Tsys, assuming "z ¼ 20#.

100 0 10080

60

40

20

0

dB

0.3 GHz

100 0 100

0.9 GHz

E-plane
H-plane

100 0 100

1.5 GHz

Fig. 13. Simulated CHORD dish (6m, f=D ¼ 0:21) radiation patterns when fed with the proposed feed, at 0.3, 0.9, and 1.5GHz,
along three azimuthal cuts. The wide beams at low frequencies shown in Fig. 7 are mostly captured by the very deep dish, leading to
narrow main beam, high forward gain, and relatively low sidelobe levels (< "20 dB).

V. MacKay et al.
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Described in Lai et al. 2023

IEEE MICROWAVE AND WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY LETTERS, VOL. 33, NO. 8, AUGUST 2023 1163

0.3–1.5-GHz LNA With Wideband Noise and
Power Matching for Radio Astronomy

Mark Lai , Vincent MacKay , Dallas Wulf , Peter Shmerko, Student Member, IEEE,
and Leonid Belostotski , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— This letter presents a low-noise amplifier (LNA)

that was developed for a new radio telescope comprised of

512 parabolic dish antennas. The LNA closely interfaces to a

custom-made antenna feed with an impedance co-designed to

provide noise matching over a 5:1 bandwidth (BW). Additionally,

a method of broadband noise and power matching that allows the

input impedance to be controlled independent of the optimum

signal-source impedance to achieve minimum noise is also

discussed. When measured in a 50-� system, the LNA exhibits

a return loss (RL) of >8 dB between 0.32 and 1.5 GHz, S21 of

32 ± 1.2 dB, IP1dB >�37 dBm, and IIP3 >�20 dBm. Noise

parameter measurements show Tmin ⇡ 13 ± 4 K and noise

temperatures T50 � ⇡ 18 ± 6 K between 0.5 and 1.4 GHz.

Index Terms— Low-noise amplifier (LNA), noise matching,

radio astronomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE Canadian hydrogen intensity mapping experiment
(CHIME) has revolutionized the field of fast-radio-

burst (FRB) detection. Following this success, work began
on the development of a next-generation telescope, the
Canadian hydrogen observatory, and radio-transient detector
(CHORD) [1]. The CHORD requires greater frequency
coverage and higher sensitivity. Thus, this letter presents a
low-noise amplifier (LNA) that satisfies the bandwidth (BW)
and sensitivity requirements of the CHORD and that can
be installed on a feed antenna in a radome and operated
at outdoor temperatures. This LNA is designed to operate
between 0.3 and 1.5 GHz and provide wideband noise and
power matching to the telescope antenna feed, which was co-
designed alongside the LNA to enable better noise matching.

The LNA described in this work operates over a 5:1 BW
(i.e., a 5:1 ratio of upper-to-lower operating frequencies).
While noise-canceling LNAs can operate over a 12:1 BW [2],
the noise contribution of their noise-canceling circuit makes

Manuscript received 4 April 2023; accepted 27 April 2023. Date of
publication 15 May 2023; date of current version 9 August 2023. This work
was supported in part by the University of Calgary, the Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council (NSERC), Canada Research Chair program,
and the CMC Microsystems. (Corresponding author: Leonid Belostotski.)

Mark Lai, Peter Shmerko, and Leonid Belostotski are with the
Department of Electrical and Software Engineering, University of Calgary,
Calgary, AB T2N 1N4, Canada (e-mail: mark.lai@ucalgary.ca;
peter.shmerko@ucalgary.ca; lbelosto@ucalgary.ca).

Vincent MacKay is with the Department of Physics, University of Toronto,
Toronto, ON M5G 2A2, Canada (e-mail: vincent.mackay@mail.utoronto.ca).

Dallas Wulf is with the Department of Physics, McGill University, Montreal,
QC H3A 0G4, Canada (e-mail: dallas.wulf@mcgill.ca).

Color versions of one or more figures in this letter are available at
https://doi.org/10.1109/LMWT.2023.3272211.

Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LMWT.2023.3272211

Fig. 1. (a) LNA circuit schematic (excluding biasing). (b) Assembled LNA
with its shield lid removed.

them unsuitable for radio astronomy. Furthermore, there are
several ultrawideband (UWB) LNA topologies that operate
over 3.4:1 BWs [3], [4], [5], [6], but they either cannot
be noise-matched over the whole BW or incur losses and
raise the LNA T LNA

min (i.e., minimum noise temperature)
above the transistor Tmin. To reduce the number of lossy
components, feedback via intrinsic gate–drain capacitance
(Cgd) is employed in radio astronomy LNAs with 2:1 BWs [7],
[8], [9], [10] to manipulate the LNA input impedance
for broadband power matching, while noise matching is
implemented at the upper band edge to attain a nearly flat
noise figure (NF) in the band.

In the proposed LNA [see Fig. 1(a)], a 5:1 BW is achieved
via a new combination of techniques employed in narrower-
band LNAs. Series feedback is used to close the gap between
noise and power matching [11] and provides our starting
point, despite its narrowband operation. Since controlling
transistor load can help achieve simultaneous noise and power
matching via feedback elements [12], [13], the transistor
load was designed such that the transistor input impedance
approximated the conjugate of the optimum source impedance
(Zopt) for minimum noise. For the two-stage LNA, the input
impedance of each stage is partially manipulated via the Miller
effect. Next, an input-matching network based on [14] is
employed at the input to mimic the �C behavior of Zopt.
Finally, the antenna impedance is further adjusted for better
noise matching over the desired BW.

II. LNA DESCRIPTION

A. Input Impedance
While the inductive-degenerated LNAs have been shown

to enable simultaneous noise and power matching, thereby
coming close to achieving transistor Tmin, they achieve a
narrowband power match due to the impedances of the
gate and source inductors (Lg and Ls) and the gate–source
capacitance (Cgs) canceling out only at their resonant
frequency [15]. However, an additional analysis [7], [16]

2771-957X © 2023 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See https://www.ieee.org/publications/rights/index.html for more information.

Authorized licensed use limited to: McGill University. Downloaded on March 14,2024 at 21:03:25 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 
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Deep Dish Development Array (D3A)

Wideband Feed

3x CHORD-like 6m dishes

Testbed for CHORD technologies

Precision-surface dishes

LNA

… and real-time digital signal processing system!

Feed & LNA Images: MacKay et al., 2023
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CHORD Correlator

NRSM 2024

14-bit, 3 GSPS ADC

RF-System-on-Chip (RFSoC)-Based F-Engine

8

RFSoC
ADC ARM FPGA

Simplified analog chain: 
channelize full CHORD 

band with 1  analog input

Improved flexibility 
& dynamic range

Candidate Platform: t0.CRS Module

FPGA-based digitizer/channelizer 
x128 AMD Zynq Ultrascale+ RF System-on-Chip (RFSoC)

Photo by Ian Hendricksen

•  14-bit, 3 Gsps ADC

•  4-tap polyphase-filter-bank, 

360 kHz (or 180 kHz)Δν =

21 cm Backend

FRB Backend

Pular Backend



Bonus: CHORD Proto-Pathfinder!
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CHORD Correlator
Photo by Ian HendricksenGPU-based correlator/beamformer 

x128 Nvidia A40


•  Built on kotekan software framework

•  Processes 9.6 Tb/sec

•  100 sec baseband buffer 

•  Fast-cadence (~msec) RFI excision

21 cm Backend

FRB Backend

Pular Backend



Bonus: CHORD Proto-Pathfinder!
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CHORD Correlator
Photo by Ian HendricksenGPU-based correlator/beamformer 

x128 Nvidia A40


•  Built on kotekan software framework

•  Processes 9.6 Tb/sec

•  100 sec baseband buffer 

•  Fast-cadence (~msec) RFI excision

-  visibilities at ~1 sec  (21cm IM+galaxies)

-48 full-Stokes, baseband beams  (pulsar search+timing)

-5000 intensity beams at ~1 msec  (FRB search)

N2
•  Support for multiple backends:

21 cm Backend

FRB Backend

Pular Backend



Bonus: CHORD Proto-Pathfinder!
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CHORD Correlator
Photo by Ian HendricksenGPU-based correlator/beamformer 

x128 Nvidia A40


•  Built on kotekan software framework

•  Processes 9.6 Tb/sec

•  100 sec baseband buffer 

•  Fast-cadence (~msec) RFI excision

-  visibilities at ~1 sec  (21cm IM+galaxies)

-48 full-Stokes, baseband beams  (pulsar search+timing)

-5000 intensity beams at ~1 msec  (FRB search)

N2
•  Support for multiple backends:

21 cm Backend
Receives 150 Gb/sec.  Applies:

•  RFI excision, fringestoping, time integration (to 30 sec)

•  Relative gain calibration using CorrCal,

 redundant baseline averaging

21 cm Backend

FRB Backend

Pular Backend



FRB Search Backend
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New GPU-based FRB search algorithm

in development at

Comparison of Different FRB Searches
Nbeam Nfreq tsample Data Rate

CHIME 1000 16,000 1 msec 16 Gsps

CHORD 5000 32,000 1 msec 160 Gsps

SKA-low 500 8000 0.8 msec 5 Gsps

SKA-mid 1500 4000 0.08 msec 75 Gsps

Computational cost roughly proportional to “data rate”:   𝖭𝖻𝖾𝖺𝗆 × 𝖭𝖿𝗋𝖾𝗊 / t𝗌𝖺𝗆𝗉𝗅𝖾

Table by

Kendrick Smith

Expect to process 10 Gsps per GPU.

Features:  frequency-dependent upchannelization, arbitrary formed beam locations,

                multiple sub-band searches, 100 sec baseband buffer, and early baseband triggers!
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Performs integral over 
frequency, sky, and burst 
properties to estimate 
detection rate for given 
set of search parameters.

FRB Search 
Simulator

Population Model
P( f, DM, γ, w, τ)

Instrument Model: 
•Primary Beam

•Baseline Distribution

•Receiver Temperature

•RFI Environment

Search Parameters

Optimize

Number of FRBs detected per dayNumber of FRBs detected per day

FRB Search

Optimizer

 = { sampling time,

        upchan boundaries,

        formed beam locations, …}

θ
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Forecasts
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HI Power Spectrum
bmin = 6 m bmax = 245 m BAO

CHORD will carry out a

5 year survey to measure 
the HI power spectrum 
between 0 < z < 3.7


Predicted thermal noise 
power spectrum (orange) 
compared to HI power 
spectrum (black).

Use formalism and 
software described in 
Salier et al. 2021.

PRELIMINARY

Figure by

Simon Foreman


(ASU)
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Distance Measures

Optimistic:    excludes modes with  

     and modes within foreground wedge defined by primary beam width


k∥ < 0.01 h Mpc−1

Pessimistic:  excludes modes with  

     and modes within foreground wedge defined by 3 x primary beam width


k∥ < 0.1 h Mpc−1

Figure by

Simon Foreman (ASU)Relative errors on        and     α∥(z) ∝ rd H(z) α⊥(z) ∝ DA(z) / rd

PRELIMINARY
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Cosmological Parameters

Figure by Arnab Chakraborty (McGill)

PRELIMINARY

Also yields percent-level measurements 
of DE over a wide redshift range, 
enabling sensitive tests of dynamical 
models for dark energy.

Ω

When combined with next-gen CMB 
measurements  (Planck + Simons Observatory),

CHORD significantly reduces uncertainties on 
standard CDM parameters:


and single-parameter extensions:

Λ

   (50-80%) and  (35-45%)Mν Ωk

  (20-60%) and  (15-50%)H0 Ωcdm
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Halo Model Analysis Framework
Figure by Debanjan Sarkar (McGill)

Developing halo model framework for CHORD forecasting and analysis.


Above figure assumes 2 months of 64-dish pathfinder data.


Exploring joint analysis of the 21 cm intensity mapping and 21 cm galaxy surveys.



21 cm Galaxy Search
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2 E029: The Canadian Hydrogen Observatory and Radio-transient Detector (CHORD)

Figure 2: Present and upcoming FRB surveys.
Horizontal extent for each survey shows the range
of rates possible given uncertainties in FRB spec-
tral properties, following Chawla et al. (2017).
CHORD shows exceptional detection rates (right-
ward) and frequency coverage (vertical extent),
and localization ability (circle size, milli-arcsec,
compared to arcsec on other localizing experi-
ments). Note that the x-axis is logarithmic be-
low one burst per day, to allow distinction among
lower-rate surveys.

Driving Science

CHORD will be a breakthrough facility across a wide range of
topics. Its design is driven by three primary goals:

Fast Radio Bursts: FRBs are mysterious, millisecond bursts of
radio light of unknown origin coming from far outside our Milky
Way galaxy. Though puzzling, they offer new windows on the
cosmos and the structure of the Universe (Cordes & Chatterjee,
2019). Canada leads the world in FRB discoveries, through the
success of CHIME/FRB (e.g. CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al.,
2019b,a).

One major challenge in understanding FRBs is that most radio
telescopes capable of detecting them are poor at determining their
location on the sky. Yet FRB localization is key for understand-
ing their nature and for harnessing their potential as cosmic probes
(Eftekhari & Berger, 2017). For an individual FRB, identifying
the type and redshift of its host galaxy – as well as the FRB’s lo-
cation within that galaxy – can tell us about the source energetics
and environment. When studied as a population, such data heavily
constrain FRB progenitors. A localization in the disk of a spiral
galaxy suggests youth while an FRB in the outskirts of an ellip-
tical galaxy implies an old progenitor. A location near a galaxy’s
supermassive black hole could imply an interaction with it or its
accretion disk (Katz, 2017).

Figure 3: Predicted dN/dz for CHORD for de-
tections of galaxies in neutral hydrogen, com-
pared to the current state-of-the-art ALFALFA
survey. CHORD represents a factor of 4 in-
crease in peak redshift detection efficiency and
an orders-of-magnitude increase in object counts.
Red shaded areas show frequencies where GNSS
satellite systems broadcast and RFI removal will
be more challenging.

Moreover, knowing their distances enables large scale structure
studies and unique determinations of the content of the intergalac-
tic medium, such as constraints on the location of the “missing
baryons” in the Universe. Rotation measures of polarized FRBs
could constrain the origin and evolution of cosmic magnetism.
FRBs present in the early Universe could constrain the reioniza-
tion history (Fialkov & Loeb, 2016).

CHORD will provide localizations for the many thousands of
FRBs needed for these studies. While repeating FRBs can even-
tually be localized by following up with other instruments, the
large majority of FRBs thus far exhibit only a single burst, offering
no such opportunity. CHORD’s outrigger stations overcome this
problem, measuring precise coordinates in real time for events de-
tected by CHIME and by the enhanced core. With an unparalleled
localization rate (Figure 2), CHORD will revolutionize the field.

Distribution of Matter in the Universe: CHORD will create the largest 3D image of the cosmos to date, ex-
tending CHIME’s all-sky map to finer angular resolution and to cover a huge volume from our cosmic backyard to
beyond redshift 3.

CHORD will be exceptionally powerful in carrying out surveys in and around individual galaxies out to cos-
mological distances via the 21cm emission line. Large single dishes have long been used to measure the atomic
gas properties of the local galaxy population, but their small fields of view are a major limitation: ALFALFA at
Arecibo, the largest 21cm survey carried out to date, covered less than a quarter of the northern hemisphere sky
and detected 30,000 galaxies. We forecast that CHORD will detect as many as 107 unresolved galaxies across
the northern sky, a factor of 300 improvement (Fig 3). This will enable the first truly cosmological studies using

Potential 
RFI Band

100x improvement over current

state-of-the-art survey (ALFALFA).


Figure by Jon Sievers (McGill)

At low redshift, CHORD will detect the 
21 cm emission from individual galaxies.

Forecasted to detect more than

1 million galaxies.
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Fast Radio

Bursts CHORD is forecasted to 


detect 10-20 FRBs per day with 

better than 50 milli-arcsec localization.
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Fast Radio

Bursts CHORD is forecasted to 


detect 10-20 FRBs per day with 

better than 50 milli-arcsec localization.

Assuming FRBs trace star formation rate,

CHORD will detect FRBs out to redshift 3 to 4.
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Summary
CHORD is a next-generation large-N, small-D radio observatory with

a compact core array and very long baseline outriggers sensitive to an ultrawide band (300-1500 MHz).

CHORD has the sensitivity and bandwidth required to

- Make a sub-percent level measurement of the expansion history between redshift 0 — 3.7

- Construct the largest catalog to date of HI galaxies

- Detect and precisely localize tens of thousands of FRBs

- Detect new pulsars and provide timing/polarimetry of known northern hemisphere pulsars

- Probe the magneto-ionic environment of the ISM and CGM via Faraday tomography

We are building CHORD with a focus on systematic errors.  Specifically:

- Reducing its intrinsic chromaticity

- Improving the redundancy of the array elements to enable precise calibration

The 64-dish pathfinder will be operational late this year.

The full 512-dish core and two 64-dish outriggers are expected to come online in 2026.


For more information, see chord-observatory.ca

https://www.chord-observatory.ca/

